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With screens of four holes to the square inch the output per stamp is 20 tons and upwards per day, as at the Consolidated Langlaagte and Van R.yn Deep Mills.
As the Rand ore must finally be treated with cyanide in any case, the question naturally arises, " Cannot amalgamation be dispensed with altogether ? " One answer is that it is well to remove coarse gold by amalgamation, and to leave to the cyanide plant any gold which is finely divided enough to be dissolved. This method is maintained on the Rand. The alternative method is to pass the coarse particles of gold through the tube mill again and again, returning them with the oversize, until they are sufficiently comminuted to be readily soluble in cyanide. This method has been adopted at many mills in America.
Energy consumed in Crushing. Consideration has lately been given by H. Stadler,1 A. 0. Gates,2 A. F. Tuggert,3 >S. J. Speak,4 and others to the amount of energy consumed in crushing. Attempts have been made to make use of the fcl laws" of Kittinger and Kick, and to adapt them to ore crushing, but neither of them provides a perfectly satisfactory basis for calculation. Kittinger's law is to the effect that the energy absorbed in crushing is proportional to the surface produced (dates) or to the reduction in diameter (Speak) ; and Kick's law, as stated by Stadler, is that w* the energy required for producing analogous changes of configuration of geometrically similar bodies of equal technological state varies as the volumes or weights of these bodies."
When the energy required for crushing an ore has been estimated, data are obtained for approaching from thesideof theory the problem of determining the relative eiliciency of various crush inn machines, such as stamps, rolls, pans, and tube mills; and some help may bo iiiven in the select 'ion of the machine to be adopted for a definite purpose in a particular case. At present tins selection is difficult, and mistakes are sometimes made. Up to the present, however, theory has given no certain guidance..
Tube Mills. Fine grinding of coarsely crushed ore is effected in pans, tube mills, conical pebble, mills, such as the Harding* mill, and Chilian mills. In pans, amalgamation is simultaneously curried on, and they are dealt with above*, p. iiU.'J. Tin* other machines are considered in this chapter.
Tube mills are. par rj'ccJli'aw the machines for line* grinding. They were first used in grinding tin ore in Cornwall about the year .l«S7'J,r' and in grinding gold ore at Butte, .Montana, in IS'J-U' and are also used in the cement industry for dry grinding. They were applied to jnold on»s by Dr. Diehl and by Mr, Sutherland in West Australia in IS1.*'.*, ami are used for wet grinding. They consist of revolving cylinders rather more than half-filled with pebbles, by tin* impact of \\hicli. in lallinu, coarse particles of sand are crushed (hie. TheydiiTer from ball mills (//.**.) essentially in having the. inlet for ore at one end and the outlet at the other, and in the absence of provision in the machine itself for the return of uncrushed material (oversixe). It is, therefore, necessary for the cylinders to he of greater length than in ball mills. The number of pebbles used in tube mills is also much larger than that of the steel halls in ball mills.
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